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Newcastle University's Faculty of Medical Sciences is home to a world-leading collaboration
of research scientists, engineers, medical doctors and teaching professionals.

As a faculty at the forefront of the translational medicine revolution, its primary aim is to 
turn scientific advances into direct benefits for patients being treated in its partner NHS 
Trusts.

Newcastle University was looking for a solution to divide a teaching laboratory that 
enabled two busy classes to run side enabled two busy classes to run side by side.   

Working with architect, Mr Ross Henderson in Newcastle University’s Estates department 
and main contractor, Vest Construction, Style recommended the Classic 60 Skyfold 
moveable wall as the perfect solution. 

Skyfold is the ingenious, vertically rising, fully automatic, acoustic moveable wall housed 
discreetly in the ceiling cavity, and descending gracefully at the push of a button.

Offering exceptional acoustic integrity of 59dB Rw lectures can run concurrently and 
undisturbed. undisturbed. By opting for a silver metallic finish, this moveable wall also complemented 
the modern interior design of the room. 

“We needed a solution to divide a teaching laboratory that minimised sound transfer, due 
to having over 100 students on each side, and was quick and easy to operate,” said 
Dr. Alison Gregory, technical manager, School of Biomedical Sciences, Newcastle 
University.

“We chose a Skyfold mobile partition, which was expertly installed by Style, and have 
been debeen delighted with the result.

“The wall has exceeded our expectations acoustically, visually and practically. We can run 
independent activities in adjoining labs with large numbers of students with virtually no 
sound transfer between rooms. 

“When the wall needs to be raised or lowered, its electric mechanisms and safety features 
enable it to be used with ease by staff. The finish is both modern and practical – it can be 
wiped down if required – and this fits in perfectly with our newly refurbished laboratory.”
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